New Offer:
FetishPartner

In TrafficPartner we are not scared to experiment with
new and unknow things, that’s why we are launching our
first fetish product of our portfolio, FetishPartner!!
Reach out to Celia and Daniel for more information!

I want to spank you!

New GEOs in CasualDating!!!
We are happy to announce that our CasualDating offer
is now live in 2 new GEOs:
Chile and South Korea!
The offer is now available in 41 different GEOs!

I have traffic in CL or/and KR!

Sexy, sexier and the sexiest:
Whatssexy.com!!!

When the temperatures outside are decreasing, the
evenings are getting shorter, and the weather rainier,
most people prefer to stay indoors and under a duvet.
This provides a perfect opportunity to find someone to
get naked with and stay under the blanket for some
heat 😉
The solution we have found at TrafficPartner is?
WhatSexy.com

is our latest addition to the Trafficpartner portfolio.
Available for SOI, DOI & Revshare
deals! Contact Ilze now!!!

I want some sexy!

Naughty live cam shows, hot
amateurs and more!?
Are you looking for more ways how to monetize your
DACH live-cam traffic?
Our AmateurCommunity and SexPartnerCommunity
portals are waiting for YOUR TRAFFIC!
Our community products are constantly being
improved to create the best experience for users to
fulfill their naughty desires.
With more than 25K amateur models, a wide variety of
juicy content and lots of special promotions!
Don’t wait too long, our COMMUNITY OFFERS are waiting for
YOUR traffic with hot CPL payouts and variety of landing
pages to choose from, to reach your best CVR and many
other possibilities to MAKE MONEY together!
Reach out to Simona to set up these brands 😊

Hot is my middle name!

Optimise your targeting strategy
in Apps
You know that at TrafficPartner, we always try to help
you improve your performance.
This month, we want to give you some tipps to optimize
your Apps traffic in English speaking countries,
according to the age groups and device types.
To do that, we use a special TrafficPartner receipt:
the Acquisition Power.
So, click on the report below to see which age group
and which device type you should target in your next
campaigns!
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I want to know more!
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